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ABSTRACT

From Temporary Help Jobs to Permanent Employment: What Can We Learn from Matching Estimators and their Sensitivity?

The diffusion of Temporary Work Agency (TWA) jobs originated a harsh policy debate and ambiguous empirical evidence. Results for the US, based on quasi-experimental evidence, suggest that a TWA assignment decreases the probability of finding a stable job, while results for Europe, based on the Conditional Independence Assumption (CIA), typically reach opposite conclusions. Using data for two Italian regions, we use a matching estimator to show that TWA assignments can be an effective springboard to permanent employment. We also propose a simulation-based sensitivity analysis, which highlights that only for one of these two regions our results are robust to specific failures of the CIA. We conclude that European studies based on the CIA should not be automatically discarded, but should be put under the scrutiny of a sensitivity analysis like the one we propose.
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1 Introduction

The growing share of temporary employment in many European countries has raised concerns over the risk of an undesirable labor market “segmentation”. Several studies have indicated the existence of a gap in the working conditions of permanent and temporary employees, particularly in terms of wages and working rights.\(^1\) Triggered by this gap, public opinion and policy makers have stressed the importance of searching “an appropriate balance between flexibility and security” (European Commission, 2003). While such a balance may not be possible in a cross-sectional sense, it may become possible in an intertemporal sense if temporary jobs are an effective springboard toward permanent employment, as opposed to a trap of endless precariousness.

From a theoretical point of view, there are two broad reasons why temporary employment could offer a springboard to a stable job. First, more able workers may use temporary jobs to signal their skills by making themselves available for screening. And, second, temporary jobs may provide an occasion to acquire additional human capital, social contacts and information about permanent vacancies. It is also possible, however, that temporary employment represents a trap of endless precariousness, if it gives a “bad signal” of lack of alternatives or low ability. There is no obvious reason to expect one or the other mechanism to prevail. At the end of the day, whether temporary employment is a springboard or a trap is ultimately an empirical question.

With specific reference to Temporary Work Agency (TWA) assignments, several empirical studies find that these types of jobs are indeed an effective springboard toward permanent employment.\(^2\) All these studies share

\(^1\)See the literature survey in OECD (2002).
\(^2\)See Kvasnicka (2005), and Lechner et al. (2000) for Germany; Amuedo-Dorantes et al.
the common characteristic of using variants of the Conditional Independence Assumption (CIA) to identify the causal effect of interest. In other words, they all use non-experimental data and assume that the selection into temporary jobs is driven by observable characteristics up to a random factor. Moreover, the vast majority of these studies make use of European data.

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one study that finds a negative effect of TWA employment on labor-market outcomes: Autor and Houseman (2005). Interestingly this study - unlike all the others - is based on a quasi-experimental setting, and - unlike the vast majority of the others - makes use of US data. Autor and Houseman argue that the evidence shown by their evaluation study is the only one we should trust, since it stems from a “truly exogenous” source of variation in TWA assignment\(^3\), while the other studies - including all the available evidence about Europe - should be discarded because the CIA is likely not to hold and self-selection fully determines the positive estimates of the treatment effect.

In contrast with these statements, one may argue that both the European and the US results are valid, despite the different identification strategies, but diverge because labor markets and institutions are not the same on the two sides of the Atlantic. According to this view, it should not come as a surprise that TWA assignments have a positive effect in Europe and a negative effect in the US on the probability of a transition to a stable job.\(^4\) This remark

\footnote{More precisely, they exploit the fact that individuals applying for welfare are randomly assigned to different Work First contractors, which in turn display different policies in terms of referring their randomly assigned participants to TWA’s. Hence, their identification strategy requires the additional assumption that contractors differ only with respect to their attitude toward TWA employment. This strategy gives raise to another peculiarity of the study by Houseman and Autor, i.e., the fact that their sample only contains low-income and at-risk workers.}

\footnote{Interestingly, because of the different institutional setting, also the outcome variables}
does not mean that we should trust European studies only because of the existing institutional differences. It just suggests that the finding of different effects may be plausible but should be put under further scrutiny.

Using European data on TWA assignments in two Italian regions (Tuscany and Sicily), this paper proposes a sensitivity analysis for matching estimators aimed at assessing to what extent the estimates derived under the CIA are robust with respect to specific failures of this assumption. Our results show that in Tuscany a TWA assignment has a large and significant positive effect on the probability of finding a permanent job, and that this result is robust to relevant deviations from the CIA. We cannot reach the same conclusion for Sicily, where the estimated effect is positive and significant, but not robust to plausible violations of the CIA.

In the light of the contraposition between European and US results mentioned above, our conclusion is that TWA jobs may have positive effects in Europe and there are institutional reasons that support this conclusion. At the same time we warn about the possibility that some of the European studies cited above may not be robust to violations of the CIA and thus should not be considered as evidence in favor of a springboard effect of TWA jobs.

From a methodological perspective, the sensitivity analysis for matching estimators that we propose builds on Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983a) and Rosenbaum (1987). The intuition is simple. Suppose that conditional independence is not satisfied given observables but would be satisfied if we could observe an additional binary variable. This binary variable can be simulated in the data and used as an additional matching factor in combination with the preferred matching estimator. A comparison of the estimates obtained are slightly different in the two contexts, with US studies focusing on wages or employment duration, and European studies focusing on the probability to reach a permanent position.
with and without matching on this simulated variable tells us to what extent
the estimator is robust to this specific source of failure of the CIA. Moreover,
the simulated values of the binary variable can be constructed to capture
different hypotheses regarding the nature of potential confounding factors.

Similar types of sensitivity analysis have been proposed in the literature
for other kinds of estimators. For example, Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983a)
and recently Imbens (2003) propose a method to assess the sensitivity of
Average Treatment Effect (ATE) estimates in parametric regression models.
Altonji, Elder and Taber (2005) use a similar idea to assess how strong se-
lection on unobservables would have to be in order to imply that the entire
estimated effect should be attributed to selection bias. However, their result
is restricted to a specific parametric setup, i.e., the Heckman selection model
based on the assumption of joint normality of the error terms in the selec-
tion and outcome equations. We contribute to this literature by extending
this type of analysis to matching estimators of the Average effect of Treat-
ment on the Treated (ATT). Like Rosenbaum (1987), but differently than
the above literature, we do not have to necessarily rely on any parametric
model. Moreover, and unlike Rosenbaum’s paper, we derive point estimates
of the ATT under different possible scenarios of deviation from the CIA.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our specific evalua-
tion question within the Italian institutional context and our data collection
strategy. Section 3 describes the estimation framework (i.e., Nearest Neigh-
bor propensity score matching), discusses the plausibility of its identifying
assumption in our case (i.e., the CIA), and presents the baseline estimates
for Tuscany and Sicily. Section 4 proposes and applies to our data a frame-
work to assess the sensitivity of matching estimates with respect to specific
violations of the CIA. Section 5 concludes.
2 The context and the data

The consequences of a TWA experience on future employment prospects have originated a very harsh debate in Italy\(^5\) after the approval of the so-called “Treu Law” (Law 196/1997), which legalized and regulated the supply of temporary workers by authorized agencies (which were illegal until then).\(^6\) After the introduction of this law, TWA employment has rapidly expanded, especially in the North of the country and in manufacturing sectors.\(^7\) Despite this rapid expansion and the wide interest in the debate on TWA jobs, no convincing evaluation study of their effects has yet been performed in Italy. Our paper is the first one trying to fill in this gap.\(^8\)

In order to evaluate the effect of a single TWA assignment on the probability to find a stable job later on, we collected data for two Italian regions, Tuscany and Sicily, which were among the few remaining areas with incomplete penetration of TWA’s in 2000. In these regions, we selected five provinces that already had an agency (Livorno, Pisa and Lucca in Tuscany; Catania and Palermo in Sicily), and four that had none (Grosseto and Massa in Tuscany; Messina and Trapani in Sicily) but were otherwise similar to the previous five in terms of a wide set of economic and demographic indicators.

\(^5\)A debate which has unfortunately degenerated in the terrorist attacks that killed Massimo D’Antona in 1999 and Marco Biagi in 2002, two labor law scholars and consultants of the Ministry of Welfare. No loss of lives, fortunately, but a significant amount of social unrest has recently accompanied the proposal of introducing temporary contracts for young workers in France (the so-called CPE contract).

\(^6\)The Treu Law states that TWA employment is allowed in all but the following cases: replacement of workers on strike, firms that experienced collective dismissals in the past 12 months, and jobs that require medical vigilance. The subsequent collective agreements state that temporary workers cannot exceed 8-15% of standard employees (depending on the sector). The set of acceptable motivations includes: peak activity, one-off work, and the need for skills not available within the firm. Firms cannot extend a TWA contract for more than four times or for a cumulated period longer than 24 months.

\(^7\)For an aggregate picture of TWA employment in Italy, see Nannicini (2004).

\(^8\)This evaluation study is part of a project on TWA employment financed by the Italian Ministry of Welfare and the Tuscany Region. See Ichino, Mealli and Nannicini (2005).
Figure 1 shows the geographical location of these nine provinces.

“Manpower Italia”, a major company operating in the TWA sector, gave us the contact details of the workers in their files. From this dataset, we extracted workers who were on a TWA assignment in the nine selected provinces during the first semester of 2001. At that time, “Manpower” was the only TWA company operating in these provinces, so that our dataset contains information on the universe of TWA workers in the geographic areas and in the period that we consider. This universe represents the group of treated subjects in our study and the first semester of 2001 is the treatment period.\footnote{Note also that the fraction of TWA workers on the total reference population is very small (around 0.6\% in Tuscany and 0.2\% in Sicily). This is important for the evaluation framework we adopt, because it makes an assumption like SUTVA more plausible in our case. In fact, in a similar setting, it is credible to assume that treatment participation is not affecting the outcome of non-participants.}

Data on these treated subjects were collected through phone interviews with the C.A.T.I method. Using similar phone interviews, we collected data on a random sample of control subjects drawn from the population of the nine provinces. These subjects had to satisfy two requirements: to be aged between 18 and 40, and not to have a stable job (an open-ended contract or self-employment) on January 1, 2001. This first screening of potential control subjects may be interpreted as part of the matching strategy, aimed at identifying a common support for the treated and the individuals in the comparison group, with respect to observable characteristics.

In order to reach a sufficient number of control subjects in each area, we stratified the sample according to the province of residence. Hence, our data collection strategy lead to both choice-based sampling\footnote{As we will argue below (see footnote 16), this sampling strategy does not create particular problems for the matching estimation.} and geographic stratification. It also combined \textit{flow sampling} for the treated group and \textit{stock sampling} for the comparison group, which may be perceived as a problem.
We argue it is not for the following reasons. For TWA workers, we preferred to use flow sampling since it was the only available solution to get a sufficiently large number of treated units. For control subjects, we preferred to use stock sampling since otherwise we would have had to ask them a screening question referring to their contract in the “prevailing part of the first semester of 2001”. This solution appeared problematic and a potential cause of measurement errors. Of course, also our mixed sampling strategy may create shortcomings. With respect to the alternative strategy of using flow sampling for both groups, we are incorrectly dropping from the comparison group subjects who were permanent employees on January 1, but were non-permanent employees or unemployed in the rest of the first semester of 2001. However, it is well known that in Italy the transition probability from permanent employment to unemployment or non-permanent employment is very low because of the rigidity of firing regulations. Thus, the group of individuals we are disregarding is likely to be very small. As a results, we believe that our sampling design is better than any feasible alternative.

For both the treated and the control units, phone interviews followed an identical path of questions regarding: a) demographic characteristics; b) family background; c) educational achievements; d) work experience before the treatment period; e) job characteristics during the treatment period; f) work experience from the treatment period to the end of 2002; g) job characteristics at the end of 2002. Information on the period before January 1, 2001 provided the “pre-treatment” variables for both the treated and the control subjects, while information at the date of the interview (November 2002) provided the “outcome” variable, defined as a binary indicator taking value 1 if the subject was employed with a permanent contract at that date.

After a preliminary analysis of the data, control subjects who were out
of the labor force in the treatment period (e.g., students) were dropped from 
the analysis. In fact, these subjects showed characteristics that made them 
not easily comparable with the treatment units. Notice that this was a 
conservative choice with respect to the estimated treatment effects, since all 
these individuals had a very low probability of having a permanent job at 
the end of 2002. Dropping these observations can be seen as another step 
of the search for a common support between treated and control units. As 
a result, the final data set used for the empirical evaluation contains treated 
and control units that are fairly similar, even before the implementation of 
the matching algorithm.

To sum up, the treated sample contains subjects who lived in the nine 
provinces mentioned above and who were on a TWA assignment during the 
first semester of 2001. The comparison sample contains residents in the same 
nine provinces, aged 18-40, who belonged to the labor force but did not have 
a stable job on January 1, 2001 and who did not have a TWA assignment 
during the first semester of the same year. The final dataset contains 2030 
subjects: 511 treated and 1519 controls. Under the assumptions that will be 
discussed in the next section, our study aims at matching treated and control 
subjects in a way such that the controls can be considered as a counterfactual 
image of what would have happened to the treated, if they had chosen to 
keep looking for a stable job or to accept another kind of non-permanent 

\[11\] Note that the comparison group might include subjects who went through a TWA 
experience in a period different from the first semester of 2001. This because the treatment 
coincides with a “TWA assignment during the first semester of 2001”. However, if the 
outcome of the control subjects were affected by a TWA experience in another period, our 
exercise would just generate more conservative estimates of the effect of a TWA assignment.
3 The evaluation framework

3.1 Notation

Let $T$ be the binary variable describing treatment status: specifically, $T = 1$ if the subject was on a TWA assignment in the first semester of 2001, while $T = 0$ otherwise. The binary variables $Y_0$ and $Y_1$ denote the potential outcomes according to treatment status, and they take value 1 if the subject is permanently employed at the time of the interview (November 2002) and 0 otherwise. Only one of these two potential outcomes can be observed (i.e., the one corresponding to the treatment status of the subject), but the causal effect of interest is defined by their comparison: $Y_1 - Y_0$. Thus, causal inference becomes a problem of inference with missing data. We are interested in estimating the ATT, defined as:

$$E(Y_1 - Y_0 | T = 1).$$ (1)

We assume that individuals choose the treatment status that maximizes their utility:

$$V = f(Z, \epsilon_v) \quad T = I(V > 0)$$ (2)

where $Z$ and $\epsilon_v$ are observed and unobserved characteristics determining the choice, respectively. Analogously, the two potential outcomes can be written as functions of observed ($X$) and unobserved pre-treatment variables:

$$Y_1 = g_1(X, \epsilon_{Y_1})$$ (3)

$$Y_0 = g_0(X, \epsilon_{Y_0}).$$ (4)

The two sets of variables $X$ and $Z$ may coincide or overlap to a certain extent. Table 1 describes the subset of these variables that we can observe.
Our evaluation aim is to identify and consistently estimate the ATT defined in equation 1. Problems may arise because of the potential association between some of the $\epsilon_{Y0}$ and the treatment indicator $T$, as determined by the observable and unobservable variables in equation (2). In this kind of situation, one of the assumptions that allow the identification of the ATT is “strong ignorability” (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983b), which is the rationale behind common estimation strategies such as regression modeling and matching. This assumption considers the whole conditioning set of pre-treatment variables $W = (X, Z)$ and, when the ATT is the only effect of interest, assumes that

$$Y_0 \perp T|W$$

(5)

$$Pr(T = 1|W) < 1.$$  

(6)

Condition 5 is the already mentioned CIA, also referred to as “unconfoundedness” or “selection on observables” in the program evaluation literature. It means that, conditioning on observed covariates $W$, treatment assignment is independent of the potential outcome in case of no treatment. The behavioral assumption behind this condition is that the untreated outcome does not influence the selection into treatment, while the possibility that self-selection depends on the treated outcome does not have to be ruled out. Although very strong, the plausibility of this assumption heavily relies on the quality and amount of information contained in $W$.

Condition 6 is a (weak) overlap or common-support condition. It ensures that, for each treated unit, there are control units with the same $W$. Under

---


13See Heckman and Smith (1998) for further discussion.
the CIA and the overlap condition, the ATT can be identified as

\[ E(Y_1 - Y_0 | T = 1) = E(E(Y_1 - Y_0 | T = 1, W)) = E(E(Y_1 | T = 1, W) - E(Y_0 | T = 0, W) | T = 1), \]

where the outer expectation is over the distribution of \( W \) in the subpopulation of treated individuals. Thanks to the CIA, the observed outcome of control units can be used to estimate the counterfactual outcome of treated units in case of no treatment. The next subsection provides evidence supporting the plausibility of the CIA in our specific evaluation setting.

### 3.2 Is the CIA plausible in our case?

The plausibility of the CIA crucially relies on the possibility to match treated and control units on the basis of a large and informative set of pre-treatment variables.\(^{14}\) Since we were able to collect our own data, we had the opportunity to acquire information specifically designed to meet this requirement. The variables at our disposal, described in Table 1, contain detailed information on demographic characteristics, educational attainments, family background and recent employment history of treated and control subjects. This information was collected with the same questionnaire for both the treated and controls, who were drawn from the same local labor market. The importance of these two requisites for the reduction of bias when applying matching estimators is stressed by Heckman, Ichimura and Todd (1997) and supported by the experimental evidence of Michalopoulos, Bloom and Hill (2004).

Thanks to this careful data collection effort, the treated and control subjects that we consider are very similar in terms of observable characteristics at the baseline, as shown in Tables 2 and 3. These tables report, separately

\(^{14}\)See Black and Smith (2004) for a relevant example.
for the two regions, the average characteristics by treatment status. The differences between the two groups are arguably small, but they become even smaller when the treated subjects are compared to the matched control subjects identified with the algorithm described in Section 3.3 below. This is the subset of control subjects that are effectively used for the estimation of the causal effect of interest.

The Italian context described above provides further support for the plausibility of the CIA. Since our analysis considers provinces where TWA jobs have just appeared and we are at the very beginning of the history of TWA in Italy, we believe it is plausible to assume that, conditioning on our rich set of observables and particularly on the distance from the nearest agency, the probability of getting in touch with an agency is the same for treated and control subjects. In other words, it is plausible that, given the recent opening of TWA in these local areas, the identity of those who enter in contact with an agency is determined by random events. As a result of this very specific situation, it becomes plausible to assume that subjects with the same observable characteristics have a different treatment status just because of chance, i.e., to assume that the CIA is satisfied.

Finally, Imbens (2004) suggests that support for the CIA can be offered by the estimation of the causal effect of a treatment that, under the CIA, is supposed not to have any effect. Not rejecting the hypothesis that a similar effect is zero would not prove that the CIA is valid, but would make this assumption considerably more plausible. We follow this suggestion by comparing, as in Heckman, Ichimura and Todd (1997), two groups of con-

---

15 The distance measure affects both the treatment assignment and the outcome, under the credible assumption that, within each province, TWA’s locate in the area with higher labor demand. It is thus important to control for this variable in order to capture local-market effects that are observable to the TWA but not to the econometrician.
control subjects that in our context can be considered respectively as “eligible non participants” and “ineligible”. The first group contains subjects who declare to have contacted a temporary agency in the treatment period (first semester of 2001) but for whom this contact was not followed by an assignment. Thus, these subjects were eligible and potentially willing to be treated, but they were never effectively treated. The second group contains instead control subjects who had no contact with a TWA, being de facto equivalent to “ineligible” individuals. Note that there is no reason to expect that the simple contact with a TWA should have any effect (under the assumption of no self-selection). Indeed, this is what we find in our data with the same methodology that we use to estimate the main causal effect of interest. Contacting a TWA without being assigned to a temporary job has an effect on the probability of finding a permanent employment equal to -0.04 (with a standard error of 0.05) in Tuscany, and equal to -0.08 (0.06) in Sicily.

Needless to say, even if we find all the above arguments compelling, we are aware of the possibility that the CIA might fail in several ways in our context. Precisely for this reason, in Section 4, we propose a sensitivity analysis in order to assess the robustness of our estimates to specific violations of the CIA. Before doing so, however, we present our matching estimator and the baseline results in the next two subsections.

### 3.3 Propensity score matching

Since many of the covariates \( W \) listed in Table 1 are multivalued or continuous, some smoothing techniques are in order. Under the CIA, several estimation strategies can serve this purpose. One of these is regression modeling. Using regression to “adjust” or “control for” pre-intervention covariates is, in principle, a good strategy, although it has some pitfalls. For instance, if
there are many covariates, as in our case, it can be difficult to find an appropriate specification. Moreover, regression modeling obscures information on the distribution of covariates in the two treatment groups. In principle, one would like to compare individuals that have the same values of all covariates. Unless there is a substantial overlap of the two distributions of covariates, with regression one has to rely heavily on model specification (i.e., on extrapolation) for the estimation of treatment effects. It is thus crucial to check how much the two distributions overlap and what is their “region of common support”. When the number of covariates is large, this task is not an easy one. A possible solution is to reduce the problem to a single dimension by using propensity score matching techniques.

The propensity score is the individual probability of receiving the treatment given the observed covariates: \( p(W) = P(T = 1|W) \). Under the CIA, \( Y_0 \) and \( Y_1 \) are independent of \( T \) given \( p(W) \) (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983b). Note that the propensity score satisfies the so-called “balancing property”, i.e., observations with the same value of the score have the same distribution of observable characteristics irrespective of treatment status; moreover, the exposure to treatment or control status is random for a given value of the score. These properties allow the use of the propensity score as a univariate summary of all \( W \).

If \( p(W) \) is known, the ATT can be estimated as follows:

\[
\tau \equiv E(Y_1 - Y_0|T = 1) = E(E(Y_1 - Y_0|p(W), T = 1)) = E(E(Y_1|p(W), T = 1) - E(Y_0|p(W), T = 0)|T = 1)
\]

where the outer expectation is over the distribution of \( (p(W)|T = 1) \). Any probabilistic model can be used to estimate the propensity score, as long as the resulting estimate satisfies the properties that the propensity score should
have. We assume $Pr(T = 1|W) = F(h(W))$, where $F(.)$ is the normal cumulative distribution and $h(W)$ is a function of the covariates with linear and higher order terms.\textsuperscript{16} Since the specification of $h(W)$ which satisfies the balancing property is more parsimonious than the full set of interactions needed to match treated and control units according to observables, the propensity score reduces the dimensionality problem of our matching strategy.

We estimate the propensity score separately in Tuscany and Sicily. The propensity score specification for each region includes all the pre-treatment variables listed in Table 1.\textsuperscript{17} Table 4 reports the distribution of the treated and the control subjects across blocks of the estimated propensity score. Both in Tuscany and in Sicily, within each block of the propensity score reported in the table, the means of the observed covariates for the treated and for the controls are not significantly different, which supports the hypothesis that the balancing property is satisfied in our case. Both the treated and the comparison group are spread around the whole region of the common support. However, for high values of the propensity score (especially in the highest block), the relative size of the controls is very small if compared with the treated (6 versus 43 in Tuscany; 7 versus 17 in Sicily). This means that we

\textsuperscript{16}In a choice-based sampling scheme, which is the scheme of many empirical studies like the one presented in this paper, the odds ratio of the mis-specified (i.e., choice-based) propensity score can be used to implement matching as suggested by Heckman and Todd (1999). The mis-specified odds ratio is monotonically related to the odds ratio of the true propensity score, which is itself a monotonic transformation of the score. Note, however, that the CIA holds also in the choice-based sample, although the true propensity score cannot be consistently estimated. Hence, as long as the balancing property is satisfied, the choice-based score can still be used as a balancing score, in order to construct a comparison group with the same distribution of covariates as the treated group. Moreover, with the Nearest Neighbor algorithm we use, it does not matter whether matching is performed on the odds ratio or on the choice-based score, since the ranking of the observations is identical in both cases.

\textsuperscript{17}In Tuscany, in order to have the balancing test satisfied, we included also the interaction term between self-employment and the dummy for one of the provinces, and the squared distance. Tables with the full estimation of the propensity score in the two regions are available from the authors.
end up using these very few control subjects to estimate the “counterfactual”
outcome of the treated in this block, with the risk of obtaining sensitive
results. Hence, to assess the robustness of the estimates with respect to the
intensity with which the upper tail of the comparison group gets used in
the estimation, we also estimate the ATT in a region of “thick support”, as
proposed by Black and Smith (2004).

The final step of our estimation strategy is the use of the Nearest Neighbor
algorithm to identify the best match for each treated subject, given that
the probability of observing two units with exactly the same value of the
(continuous) score is in principle zero.\textsuperscript{18} Let $D$ be the set of treated units
and $C$ the set of control units, and $Y^D_h$ and $Y^C_k$ be the observed outcomes
of the treated and control units, respectively. Denote by $C(h)$ the set of
control units $k$ matched to the treated unit $h$ with an estimated value of the
propensity score of $p_h$. Nearest Neighbor matching sets

$$C(h) = \{ k \mid k = \arg \min_k \| p_h - p_k \| \}, \quad (9)$$

which is a singleton set unless there are ties, i.e., nearest neighbors that
display the same value of the score.

Denote the number of controls matched with observation $h \in D$ by $N^C_h$
and define the weights $\omega_{hk} = \frac{1}{N_h}$ if $k \in C(h)$ and $\omega_{hk} = 0$ otherwise. Then,
the formula for the Nearest Neighbor estimator can be written as:

$$\tau^M = \frac{1}{N^D} \sum_{h \in T} \left[ Y^D_h - \sum_{k \in C(h)} \omega_{hk} Y^C_k \right] \quad (10)$$

\textsuperscript{18}See Dehejia and Wahba (1999, 2002) or Caliendo and Kopeinig (2005) for a presenta-
tion of different algorithms.
\[
= \frac{1}{ND} \sum_{h \in D} Y_D^h - \frac{1}{NC} \sum_{k \in C} \omega_k Y_C^k
\]
where the weights \( \omega_k \) are defined by \( \omega_k = \sum_h \omega_{hk} \).

Abadie and Imbens (2006) show that the bootstrap variance estimator is invalid for nearest neighbor matching. Thus, we calculate analytical standard errors, assuming independent outcomes across units.

### 3.4 The effect of TWA assignments in Tuscany and Sicily

Table 5 presents the estimation results obtained with the matching strategy described above. The first row contains the baseline matching estimates for the whole sample. The ATT is estimated to be equal to 19 percentage points in Tuscany, with a standard error of 0.06. In this region, the observed probability to have a stable job in the outcome period is 31% for the treated and 17% for the controls (see Table 2). Thus, our matching strategy increases by 5 percentage points the estimated effect of a TWA job with respect to what would be implied by the naive comparison of the raw statistics of treated and controls.\(^{19}\) Note also that the estimated “counterfactual” probability to get a permanent job for the treated in case of no treatment is 12% (i.e., 31 minus 19). This estimated probability is 5 percentage points lower than the average probability observed for all control subjects. This indicates that the treated tend to be subjects who would have worse-than-average employment opportunities in the absence of a TWA assignment. These are the workers for whom TWA jobs may be an attractive option. In Sicily, the baseline ATT estimate is equal to 10 percentage points, with a standard error of 0.05. In this region, the springboard effect of a TWA assignment is weaker.\(^{20}\)

\(^{19}\)The OLS estimate obtained conditioning on the same set of covariates and using all the control subjects is equal to 0.16 with a standard error of 0.03.

\(^{20}\)In this case, the OLS estimate is equal to 0.05 (0.03).
The second row of Table 5 presents ATT estimates obtained considering only subjects with a propensity score in the region of “thick support” - i.e., for \( p(W) \in (0.33, 0.67) \). This is suggested by Black and Smith (2004) to assess the robustness of estimates with respect to the frequency of control subjects in the upper tail of the comparison group (see the discussion in the previous subsection). Both in Tuscany and in Sicily, this thick-support estimates are greater than the baseline ones. Since self-selection is likely to hit the region of “thin support” more than the one of thick support, the fact that the point estimates in the latter region do not fall is another supporting element for the claim that self-selection is not driving the baseline results.

Table 5 also presents some heterogeneity results. In Tuscany, the estimated ATT is greater for male and for individuals older than 30, even though also for female and individuals under 30 the treatment effect is never lower than 10 percentage points. In Sicily, the estimated ATT’s for male and individuals younger than 30 are similar to the baseline estimate of 0.10, while the ATT’s for female and individuals older than 30 are completely insignificant.

To sum up, the Nearest Neighbor propensity score matching estimates, based on the Conditional Independence Assumption, detect a positive and significant “springboard” effect of TWA employment in the Italian context. This effect is larger in one region (Tuscany, 0.19) than in the other (Sicily, 0.10), but overall this evidence about Italy sustains the main findings of the European studies on TWA jobs, i.e., that this kind of non-standard employment relationship is able to improve the future labor market outcomes of workers. Nevertheless, even if the arguments proposed in Section 3.2 to support the validity of the CIA appear convincing, we believe that a sensitivity analysis like the one described in the next section is needed to decide confidently whether these estimates can be trusted or not.
4 Sensitivity analysis

In this section, we describe a sensitivity analysis aimed at assessing the bias of ATT estimates when the CIA is assumed to fail in some specific and meaningful ways. We suggest that this kind of sensitivity analysis should always accompany the presentation of matching estimates obtained under the CIA. Note, however, that what we propose is not a “test” of the CIA. Indeed, this identifying assumption is intrinsically non-testable because the data are uninformative about the distribution of the untreated outcome $Y_0$ for treated units. Nevertheless, the sensitivity analysis that we propose provides valuable information in order to draw conclusions on the reliability of matching estimates.

4.1 Our proposal and the related literature

We build on the work of Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983a) who propose assessing the robustness of the estimated causal effects (in particular, the ATE) with respect to assumptions about an unobserved binary covariate that is associated with both the treatment and the response. The unobservables are assumed to be summarized by a binary variable in order to simplify the analysis, although similar techniques could be used assuming some other distribution for the unobservables. The central assumption of their analysis is that the assignment to treatment is not unconfounded given the set of observable variables $W$, i.e.,

$$Pr(T = 1|Y_0, Y_1, W) \neq Pr(T = 1|W)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

but the CIA holds given $W$ and an unobserved binary covariate $U$:

$$Pr(T = 1|Y_0, Y_1, W, U) = Pr(T = 1|W, U).$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)
Given these assumptions, that are common to all the other sensitivity analysis methods discussed below, Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983a) suggest specifying four (sets of) parameters that characterize the distribution of $U$ and the association of $U$ with $T$, $Y_1$ and $Y_0$ given observed covariates (or given strata defined by observed covariates). The unobservable $U$ is usually assumed to be independent of the observed covariates, i.e., $Pr(U = 1|W) = Pr(U = 1)$. After this step, the full-likelihood for $T, Y_0, Y_1, U|W$ is derived and maximized, holding the sensitivity parameters as fixed known values. It is then possible to judge the sensitivity of inferential conclusions with respect to certain plausible variations in the assumptions about the association of $U$ with $T$, $Y_0$ and $Y_1$. If conclusions are relatively insensitive over a range of plausible assumptions about $U$, causal inference is more defensible.

Imbens (2003) applies the same method but expresses the sensitivity parameters in terms of partial R-squared, in order to ease the interpretation of results. Note, however, that the approach followed by these authors uses a parametric model as the basis for the estimation of the average treatment effects: specifically, a normal model when the outcome is continuous as in Imbens (2003) and a logistic regression when the outcome is binary as in Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983a). Parameterization is instead not necessary in the sensitivity analysis that we propose in this paper.

Rosenbaum (1987) proposes assessing the sensitivity of significance levels and confidence intervals, rather than the sensitivity of point estimates. The method involves only one sensitivity parameter (which represents the association of $T$ and $U$), instead of the four (sets of) sensitivity parameters specified in Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983a), so that the joint distributions of $T, Y_1, U|W$ and $T, Y_0, U|W$ are only partially specified. As a consequence, only bounds for significance levels and confidence intervals can be derived: a
result that is more general but leads to more conservative statements about the sensitivity of an inference.

Our proposed method aims instead at assessing the sensitivity of point estimates (and specifically the sensitivity of ATT matching estimates). Like Rosenbaum (1987), we do not rely on any parametric model for the outcome, but, unlike his paper, we derive point estimates of the ATT under different possible scenarios of deviation from the CIA. Instead of estimating by maximum likelihood a model for the outcome and the treatment status involving the confounding factor $U$, we impose the values of the parameters that characterize the distribution of $U$. Given these parameters, we then predict a value of the confounding factor for each treated and control subject and we re-estimate the ATT including the simulated $U$ in the set of matching variables. By changing the assumptions about the distribution of $U$, we can assess the robustness of the ATT with respect to different hypotheses regarding the nature of the confounding factor. Moreover, we can verify whether there exists a set of plausible assumptions on $U$ under which the estimated ATT is driven to zero by the inclusion of $U$ in the matching set.

More formally, we consider for expositional simplicity the case of binary potential outcomes $Y_0, Y_1 \in \{0, 1\}$, as in the analysis of the effect of TWA’s in Italy discussed in Section 3, and we denote with $Y = T \cdot Y_1 + (1 - T) \cdot Y_0$ the observed outcome for a given unit, which is equal to one of the two potential outcomes depending on treatment exposure. Assuming that equations 11 and 12 are satisfied (with the latter representing the extended CIA in the new setting), we characterize the distribution of the unobserved binary

21Note that this sensitivity analysis can be adapted to multi-valued or continuous outcomes, for instance, by simulating $U$ in the same way described below but on the basis of a binary transformation of the outcome.
confounding factor $U$ by specifying the parameters

$$Pr(U = 1|T = i, Y = j, W) = Pr(U = 1|T = i, Y = j) \equiv p_{ij}$$

(13)

with $i, j \in \{0, 1\}$, which give the probability that $U = 1$ in each of the four groups defined by the treatment status and the outcome value.\footnote{Note that using these parameters and the probability of a given outcome by treatment status $Pr(Y = i|T = j)$, which is observed in the data, we can compute the fraction of subjects with $U = 1$ by treatment status only:}

Given arbitrary (but meaningful) values of the parameters $p_{ij}$, our sensitivity analysis proceeds by attributing a value of $U$ to each subject, according to her belonging to one of the four groups defined by the treatment status and the outcome. We then treat $U$ as any other observed covariate and, in particular, we include $U$ in the set of matching variables used to estimate the propensity score and to compute the ATT according to the Nearest Neighbor estimator. Using a given set of values of the sensitivity parameters, we repeat the matching estimation many times (i.e., $m = 1,000$) and obtain an estimate of the ATT, which is an average of the ATT’s over the distribution of the simulated $U$. Thus, for any given configuration of the parameters $p_{ij}$, we can retrieve a point estimate of the ATT which is robust to the specific failure of the CIA implied by that configuration.

Despite its simplicity, this sensitivity analysis has several advantages. First, note that the hypothesized associations of $U$ with $Y$ and $T$ are stated in terms of proportions characterizing the distribution of $U|T,Y,W$. This avoids a possibly incorrect parametric specification of the distribution of

$$p_i \equiv Pr(U = 1|T = i) = \sum_{j=0}^{1} p_{ij} \cdot Pr(Y = j|T = i)$$

with $i \in \{0, 1\}$. Therefore, by setting the parameters $p_{ij}$ appropriately, we can generate a situation in which the fraction of subjects with $U = 1$ is greater among the treated ($p_1 > p_0$) or among the controls ($p_1 < p_0$).
$Y|T, U, W$, which is the strategy adopted by competing types of sensitivity analysis. For example, Altonji, Elder and Taber (2005) use a standard selection model as a benchmark for their sensitivity analysis. In this way they can obtain some analytical results at the cost of imposing a model that assumes a constant (in the logit scale) treatment effect and a single parameter (the correlation between the error terms in the selection and outcome equations) to characterize both the unobserved selection into treatment and its association with the outcome.

Second, the parameters $p_{ij}$ (which in turn determine the parameters $p_i$) can be chosen to make the distribution of $U$ similar to the empirical distribution of observable binary covariates. In this case, the simulation exercise reveals the extent to which matching estimates are robust to deviations from the CIA induced by the impossibility of observing factors similar to the ones used to calibrate the distribution of $U$. This is a different exercise from the simple removal of an observed variable from the matching set $W$, since in our simulations we are still controlling for all the relevant covariates observed by the econometrician.

Third, one can search for the existence of a set of parameters $p_{ij}$ and $p_i$ such that if $U$ were observed the estimated ATT would be driven to zero, and then assess the plausibility of this configuration of parameters. If all the configurations leading to such result could be considered very unlikely, the exercise would support the validity of the estimates derived under the CIA.

Finally, our simulation-based sensitivity analysis is capable to assess the robustness of matching estimates of the ATT irrespective of the specific algorithm used to match observations.
4.2 Interpretation of the sensitivity parameters

Equation 13 assumes that the distribution of $U$ given $T$ and $Y$ does not vary with $W$. In principle one could relax this assumption if there existed an obvious way to model explicitly the association between $U$ and other important covariates like gender or education. Even if such route were feasible in our case, however, taking it would not be strictly necessary because this simplifying assumption concerning the irrelevance of $W$ in the simulation of $U$ does not alter the interpretation of the sensitivity parameters.

To understand the problem, note that the threat to the baseline ATT estimate comes from the possibility that $Pr(Y_0 = 1|T, W, U) \neq Pr(Y_0 = 1|T, W)$, which implies that, without observing $U$, the outcome of control subjects cannot be used to estimate consistently the counterfactual potential outcome of the treated in case of no treatment. As a result, it would seem that the parameters $p_{ij}$, which fully determine the distribution of the simulated $U$, cannot be used to simulate the potential confounder because they are defined disregarding $W$ and they refer to the observed outcome (not the potential outcome) of control subjects. However, we show in the Appendix that

$$p_{01} > p_{00} \Rightarrow Pr(U = 1|T = 0, Y = 1, W) > Pr(U = 1|T = 0, Y = 1, W)$$

$$\Rightarrow Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, U = 1, W) > Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, U = 0, W).$$

Moreover, under the extended CIA (i.e., under the assumption that assignment to treatment is unconfounded given both $W$ and $U$), we also have that

$$\Rightarrow Pr(Y_0 = 1|T = 0, U = 1, W) > Pr(Y_0 = 1|T = 0, U = 0, W).$$

Hence, by simply assuming that $p_{01} > p_{00}$, we can simulate a confounding factor that has a positive effect on the potential outcome in case of no treatment, disregarding how this confounding factor might be correlated with $W$. 


The same chain of inequalities (and reasoning) applies to the assumption that \( p_1 > p_0 \), which can be imposed by setting \( p_{11} \) and \( p_{10} \) appropriately.

These results allow us to interpret the sensitivity parameters \( p_{ij} \) and \( p_i \) in a meaningful way even without modeling explicitly the relationship between \( U \) and \( W \), and even if we focus on the observed outcome of control subjects and not on their potential outcome. This because the real threat to the baseline estimate is coming from a potential confounder that has both a positive effect on the untreated outcome \( (p_{01} - p_{00} > 0) \) and on the selection into treatment \( (p_1 - p_0 > 0) \).\(^{23}\) The presence of such a confounder, even without a true causal relationship between \( T \) and \( Y \), could completely determine a positive ATT estimate. As a consequence, the sensitivity simulations should focus precisely on confounders of this type.

If the above analysis solves the problem of simulating the sign of the effects of a potential confounder, it is not enough to solve the problem of measuring the size of these effects. As a matter of fact, one might be tempted to interpret the difference \( d = p_{01} - p_{00} \) as a measure of the effect of \( U \) on the untreated outcome, and the difference \( s = p_1 - p_0 \) as a measure of the effect of \( U \) on the selection into treatment. But, these effects must be evaluated after conditioning on \( W \) because even if the distribution of \( U \) given \( T \) and \( Y \) does not vary with \( W \), there would be in the data an empirical association between the simulated \( U \) and \( W \), coming indirectly from the association of \( W \) with \( T \) and \( Y \).

To sidestep this shortcoming, we implement the sensitivity analysis measuring how the different configurations of \( p_{ij} \) chosen to simulate \( U \) translate into associations of \( U \) with \( Y_0 \) and \( T \) (conditioning on \( W \)). More precisely, by

\(^{23}\) This kind of reasoning assumes a positive baseline estimate, but since the treatment is binary this is just a matter of definition.
estimating a logit model of \( Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, U, W) \) in every iteration, we can compute the effect of \( U \) on the relative probability to have a positive outcome in case of no treatment (the observed “outcome effect” of the simulated \( U \)) as the average estimated odds ratio of the variable \( U \):

\[
\frac{P(Y=1|T=0,U=1,W)}{P(Y=0|T=0,U=1,W)} \frac{P(Y=1|T=0,U=0,W)}{P(Y=0|T=0,U=0,W)} \equiv \Gamma.
\]

Similarly, by estimating the logit model of \( Pr(T = 1|U, W) \), the average odds ratio of \( U \) would measure the effect of \( U \) on the relative probability to be assigned to the treatment \( T = 1 \) (the observed “selection effect” of \( U \)).

\[
\frac{P(T=1|U=1,W)}{P(T=0|U=1,W)} \frac{P(T=1|U=0,W)}{P(T=0|U=0,W)} \equiv \Lambda
\]

By simulating \( U \) under the assumptions that \( d > 0 \) and \( s > 0 \), both the outcome and the selection effect must be positive (i.e., \( \Gamma \) and \( \Lambda \) must be greater than one). Moreover, from a quantitative point of view there should be an imperfect but close relationship between \( d \) and \( \Gamma \) and between \( s \) and \( \Lambda \). Hence, by simulating \( U \) on the basis of the parameters \( p_{ij} \) and by displaying the associated \( \Gamma \) and \( \Lambda \), we can perform an informative sensitivity analysis even without modeling the association between \( U \) and \( W \).

To assess the relevance of the assumptions on which our sensitivity analysis is based (in particular, the fact that \( U \) is binary and that it does not depend on \( W \)), we perform also a Monte Carlo analysis described in subsection 4.5.

### 4.3 Standard errors

To compute a standard error of the ATT estimator when \( U \) is included in the set of matching variables, we consider the problem of the unobserved confounding factor \( U \) as a problem of missing data that can be solved by
multiply imputing the missing values of $U$. The only difference between this approach and the standard multiple imputation procedure (see Rubin, 1987; Little and Rubin, 2002) is that here for any given set of values of the sensitivity parameters there is no uncertainty regarding the $U$’s data generating process. So, let $m$ be the number of imputations (i.e., replications) of the missing $U$’s, and let $\hat{ATT}_k$ and $se^2_k$ be the point estimate and the estimated variance of the ATT estimator at the $k$-th imputed data set, $k = 1, 2, \ldots, m$. The ATT estimate, $\hat{ATT}$, is then obtained (as already explained above) by the average of the $\hat{ATT}_k$’s over the $m$ imputations. Let the within-imputation variance be defined as

$$se^2_W = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{k=1}^{m} se^2_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

and the between-imputation variance as

$$se^2_B = \frac{1}{m-1} \sum_{k=1}^{m} (\hat{ATT}_k - \hat{ATT})^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

Then, the total variance associated with $\hat{ATT}$ is given by (Rubin, 1987):

$$T = se^2_W + \left(1 + \frac{1}{m}\right)se^2_B.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

For a large number of replications the statistic $(\hat{ATT} - ATT)T^{-1/2}$ is approximately normal (Barnard and Rubin, 1999). Alternatively, one could consider either the “within” or the “between” standard error as the basis for inference. The standard error in equation 16 leads to conservative inferential conclusions since it is always greater than these two viable alternatives.
4.4 Sensitivity and bounds

The sensitivity analysis that we propose starts from a point-identifying assumption (the CIA in our case) and then examines how the results change as this assumption is weakened in specific ways. A complementary approach, proposed by Manski (1990), consists of dropping the CIA entirely, and constructing bounds for the treatment effect that rely on either the outcome being bounded or on alternative identifying assumptions. It is useful to clarify with an example the relationship between these two approaches.

Consider the ATT defined as:

\[
ATT = E(Y_1|T = 1) - E(Y_0|T = 1). \tag{17}
\]

As said, since \(Y_0\) is not observed when \(T = 1\), the term \(E(Y_0|T = 1)\) cannot be estimated from empirical evidence alone. Nevertheless if \(Y_0\) is, for example, a binary variable assuming values 1 or 0 (or more generally a bounded variable), one can obtain non-parametric bounds for the ATT, substituting \(E(Y_0|T = 1)\) with its smallest and biggest possible values:

\[
E(Y_1|T = 1) - 1 \leq ATT \leq E(Y_1|T = 1). \tag{18}
\]

These bounds can be estimated using sample analogs.

Our sensitivity analysis offers a way to understand what set of assumptions, concerning a potential confounder \(U\), would lead to an ATT equal to the lower or the upper one of these non-parametric bounds.

It is easy to show that the lower bound is achieved when, among the treated, there are only individuals with \(U = 1\), i.e., \(Pr(U = 1|T = 1) = 1\), and among the controls all the individuals with \(U = 1\) have \(Y_0 = 1\), i.e, \(Pr(Y_0 = 1|T = 0, U = 1) = 1\). This translates into the following assumptions
on the parameters $p_{ij}$:

\[
\begin{align*}
p_{11} &= 1 \\
p_{10} &= 1 \\
p_{01} &= k > 0 \\
p_{00} &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The upper bound is instead achieved when, among the treated, there are only individuals with $U = 1$, i.e., $Pr(U = 1|T = 1) = 1$, and among the controls all the individuals with $U = 1$ have $Y_0 = 0$, i.e., $Pr(Y_0 = 1|T = 0, U = 1) = 0$. This translates into the following assumptions on the parameters $p_{ij}$:

\[
\begin{align*}
p_{11} &= 1 \\
p_{10} &= 1 \\
p_{01} &= 0 \\
p_{00} &= k > 0.
\end{align*}
\]

These sets of circumstances are really extreme and thus seem highly implausible. This explains why non-parametric bounds are often uninformative in specific applications. This happens because there exist sets of values of the treatment effect which are within the bounds but correspond to scenarios that are very unlikely, despite being potentially possible. Thanks to reasonable assumptions on the association between confounding factors, treatment status and potential outcomes, a sensitivity analysis like the one proposed in this paper offers the possibility to restrict the size of non-parametric bounds by eliminating possible but unlikely values of the ATT.
4.5 Monte Carlo analysis

We now present the results of a Monte Carlo analysis aimed at assessing how the sensitivity analysis that we propose, which is itself a simulation exercise, would change in face of different true Data Generating Processes (DGP’s). Being beyond the scope of the paper to perform a Monte Carlo analysis on the validity of matching techniques in general, we simply would like to evaluate how general our way to simulate the unobserved $U$ is: this requires the simulation of more sophisticated DGP’s, in order to assess how well our current simpler way to simulate $U$ captures the potential effects of “more sophisticated” confounders. The number of more sophisticated models is of course huge, and similarly large is the number of circumstances that can originate from real data: we thus limit our attention to a situation similar to the one analyzed in the paper and to two meaningful deviations from our assumptions, namely discreteness of $U$ and conditional independence with respect to $W$.

All the Monte Carlo exercises were performed under the following scenario: a random sample of 300 observations was drawn from our data. In the sample there are 64 treated units and 234 controls. In order to limit computational efforts, but without loss of generality, only two covariates $W$, namely sex and distance from the agency, were kept. The difference of outcome averages between treated and controls is 0.21, while the matching estimate of the ATT, controlling for the two covariates, is 0.16 (s.e. 0.08).

Conditional on the drawn sample, in the first Monte Carlo exercise we assume that the CIA holds given $W$ and $U$, but we generate $U$ to be continuous in the hypothesized Data Generating Process and binary in the sensitivity analysis. The Monte Carlo simulation should then show to what extent the simplifying assumption of a binary confounder is misleading when the true
confounder is continuous. Table 6 shows some results: the continuous U was simulated from the following model:

\[ U = \alpha + \beta Y + \gamma T + \omega(Y \cdot T) + \epsilon, \]

with \( \epsilon = N(0, VAR) \), while the distribution of the binary U (i.e., the set of \( p_{ij} \)) was chosen so that the conditional expectation of the binary U equals that of the continuous U.\(^{24}\) The 300 values of the continuous U were generated 1000 times; every time the correct ATT matching estimate was computed (with the continuous U among the control variables) and compared with the results of the sensitivity analysis assuming U to be binary.

The results show that the performance of our sensitivity analysis depends on the conditional variance of the “true” continuous confounder. Holding fixed the conditional expectations, the larger this variance the weaker is the association of U with Y and T. However, the simplifying assumption of a binary U cannot capture this characteristic of the true DGP because the conditional variance of the binary U is \( p_{ij}(1 - p_{ij}) \) and is thus never larger than 0.25. In particular, when the variance of the continuous U is relatively large, the sensitivity results based on a binary U tend to be conservative, in the sense that they produce an ATT estimate that is smaller than the one obtained controlling for the “true” continuous confounder (first panel of Table 6). When instead the distributions of the continuous and the binary U are more similar in terms of both first and second conditional moments, the sensitivity results produce an ATT estimate that is very close to the correct one (second panel of Table 6).

To summarize, the assumption of a binary confounder when the true one is continuous tends to produce conservative ATT estimates. As a result, with

\(^{24}\)Note that the model for the normal U can be chosen up to a scale factor which does not affect the results.
respect to this modeling assumption concerning \( U \), the sensitivity analysis that we propose should not lead to infer that the ATT estimates are robust to failures of the CIA when in fact they are not.

In the second Monte Carlo exercise, we simulate data in which the CIA holds given \( W \) and a binary \( U \), but assume that \( U \) depends on some relevant \( W \) in the “true” DGP and not in the sensitivity analysis. In this case, the exercise will help us to check the robustness of the sensitivity results with respect to the existence of a correlation between \( U|Y,T \) and \( W \). Table 7 shows some results: the true DGP assumes that \( U \) is conditionally associated with a binary observed covariate \( W \), i.e., that the \( p_{ij} \)’s assume different values depending on the value of \( W \). When the sensitivity analysis assumes erroneously that the confounder \( U \) has a distribution which is a mixture of the two real conditional ones, results are very close to the correct ones obtained controlling for a \( U \) which changes according to the values of \( W \).

As said at the beginning of this section, a complete Monte Carlo analysis contemplating all possible scenarios is beyond the scope of this, and possibly, of any paper. Nevertheless, these simple, though we think, useful exercises show that we can be confident in the results obtained with our proposed sensitivity analysis, at least with respect to “mistakes” in modeling two important features of the confounding factor \( U \): its continuous or discrete nature and its dependence on \( W \).

### 4.6 Results of the sensitivity analysis

We are now ready to show how the sensitivity analysis proposed above can complement in a useful way the empirical results presented in Section 3. Tables 8 and 9 display the basic results for Tuscany. For expositional simplicity, let us say that \( U \) measures some unobservable component of ability, which
for brevity we call “skill”. Each row of the first four columns of Table 8 contains the four probabilities $p_{ij} = \Pr(U = 1|T = i, Y = j)$, with $i, j \in \{0, 1\}$, which characterize the binary distribution of skill, by treatment status and outcome, under which the ATT has been estimated. The first subscript denotes the treatment status while the second refers to the outcome status. So, for example, $p_{11}$ indicates the fraction of skilled subjects among those who are treated and find a permanent job after treatment, while $p_{10}$ is the fraction of skilled subjects among those who receive treatment but do not find a permanent job later on.

As explained in Section 4.2, the probabilities $p_{ij}$ are the parameters that we set to characterize the distribution of the confounding factor. The estimated $\Gamma$ provides an indication of the “outcome effect” of $U$, i.e. the effect of skill on the untreated outcome, controlling for the observable covariates $W$. Similarly, the estimated $\Lambda$ measures the “selection effect” of $U$, i.e., its effect on the assignment to treatment, again controlling for observables.

To facilitate a comparison between actual and simulated results, the first row of Table 8 shows the baseline ATT estimate obtained with no confounder in the matching set. The second row reports the ATT estimated with a neutral confounder (i.e., one such that $d = p_{01} - p_{00} = 0$ and $s = p_1 - p_0 = 0$): such a confounder is enough to slightly perturbate the baseline result. The other rows of Table 8 show how the baseline estimate changes when the binary confounding factor $U$ is calibrated to mimic different observable covariates and is then included in the set of matching variables.

The first case sets the distribution of $U$ to be similar to the distribution of gender. In this case, given that 55% of the subjects who are exposed to treatment and find a permanent job are male, by setting $p_{11} = .55$ we impose that an identical fraction of subjects (not necessarily all male) are skilled and
therefore are assigned a value of $U$ equal to 1. An analogous interpretation holds for the other probabilities $p_{ij}$ in this row. Note that these assumptions imply that the treated are more skilled than the controls in the whole sample. When controlling for observables, skill has a slightly positive effect on the relative probability to get a permanent job in case of no treatment ($\Gamma = 1.2 > 1$) and a much higher effect on the relative probability to be treated ($\Lambda = 3.3 > 1$). Under a deviation from the CIA with these characteristics, the ATT is estimated equal to 0.15. This estimate differs by only four (one) percentage points with respect to the baseline (neutral) estimate obtained in the absence of confounding effects, and remains statistically significant even when the standard error is calculated using the more stringent multiple imputation formula of equation 16.\textsuperscript{25}

The other rows assume that the distribution of $U$ is in turn comparable to the distribution of observable variables like marital status, high-school degree, university degree, existence of a previous work experience or of a previous permanent contract, previous job in manufacturing, high education of the father, and the fact of living far away from a TWA. All these variables have a significant role either in the propensity score estimation or in the outcome equation. Only in the case of skill behaving like the dummy for a previous job in manufacturing (associated to an outcome effect of $\Gamma = 1.7$ and a selection effect of $\Lambda = 2.3$), the estimated ATT differ by five (two) percentage points from the baseline (neutral) estimate, but it still remains statistically (and economically) significant.

Taken in conjunction, these simulations convey an impression of robustness of the baseline matching estimate of the ATT in Tuscany. These simu-

\textsuperscript{25}Remind, however, that the results of a sensitivity analysis should be judged more on the basis of the distance between point estimates, rather than the significance level of the simulated results. For a relevant example, see Imbens (2003).
lations also show that both the outcome and the selection effect of \( U \) must be strong in order to represent a threat for the significance of the estimated ATT. The advantage of our sensitivity exercise, however, goes beyond these findings, because it allows us to explore the characteristics of the confounding factor \( U \) under which the point estimate of the ATT becomes close to zero. This is done in Table 9. To reduce the dimensionality of the problem in the search for a characterization of “killer” confounding factors, we fix at some predetermined values the parameters \( Pr(U = 1) \) and \( p_{11} - p_{10} \). The former represents the fraction of skilled individuals in the whole sample, while the latter captures the effect of skill on the treated outcome. Since these parameters are not expected to represent a threat for the estimated ATT, we can keep them at fixed known values and fully characterize the simulated confounder by varying the already defined differences: \( d = p_{01} - p_{00} \) and \( s = p_1 - p_0 \). We can follow this route because the difference \( (p_{11} - p_{10}) \) is fixed, and \( Pr(U = 1) \) can be expressed as

\[
Pr(U = 1) = p_{11} \cdot Pr(Y = 1|T = 1) \cdot Pr(T = 1) + p_{10} \cdot Pr(Y = 0|T = 1) \cdot Pr(T = 1)
\]

\[
+ p_{01} \cdot Pr(Y = 1|T = 0) \cdot Pr(T = 0) + p_{00} \cdot Pr(Y = 0|T = 0) \cdot Pr(T = 0).
\]

As a result, we have a system of four equations\(^{26}\) that allow us to retrieve the four parameters \( p_{ij} \) and simulate the confounding factor uniquely associated to the preferred values of \( d \) and \( s \).

A further problem is represented by the fact that, as discussed in Section 4.2, the differences \( d \) and \( s \) are set without taking into account the role of the observables \( W \). However, in the same section, we have shown that we can associate the values of \( d \) and \( s \) respectively to the parameters \( \Gamma \) and \( \Lambda \).

\(^{26}\)Note that the probabilities \( Pr(Y = i|T = j) \) and \( Pr(T = j) \), with \( i, j \in \{0, 1\} \), can be substituted by their sample analogues.
These estimated odds ratios provide a measure of the observed effect of the confounder $U$ on the outcome and on the selection into treatment (controlling for the observables $W$).

Table 9 shows the results of this simulation exercise for Tuscany. The fraction of skilled individuals in the whole sample $Pr(U = 1)$ is assumed to be equal to 0.04, while the effect of skill on the treated outcome ($p_{11} - p_{10}$) is normalized to zero.\textsuperscript{27} As a reference, the corresponding non-parametric Manski bounds are reported in the footnote to the table.

Along every row of Table 9, $d$ is kept fixed while $s$ is increasing. Along every column, the opposite happens. In each row, the predetermined value of $d$ is associated to the range of variation of the estimated outcome effect $\Gamma$ that characterizes the corresponding simulated confounders. Similarly, in each column, the value of $s$ is associated to the range of variation of the estimated selection effect $\Lambda$ that characterizes the corresponding simulated confounders. Hence, moving to the right across each row, skill has a greater influence on the selection into treatment (keeping the outcome effect fixed). On the contrary, moving to the bottom across each column, skill has a greater influence on the untreated outcome (keeping the selection effect fixed).

What Table 9 shows is that both the outcome and the selection effect need to be very strong in order to kill the ATT, i.e., to explain almost entirely the positive baseline estimate of the ATT. For low values of the outcome effect of $U$, such as $d = 0.1$ ($\Gamma \in [1.6, 1.9]$) in the first row, the point estimate obtained when $U$ is included in the matching set is never smaller than 0.11, and looses its significance only for very high (and quite implausible) values of the selection effect. A comparison with the results of Table 8 reveals that

\textsuperscript{27}As already explained, the existence of an effect of the confounder $U$ on the treated outcome is irrelevant. Qualitatively similar results, available from the authors, can be derived with different baseline values of $Pr(U = 1)$ and $p_{11} - p_{10}$.
the cases in which skill is calibrated to match observed characteristics of subjects correspond to cells close to the top left of Table 9, with both \( d \) and \( s \) smaller than 0.2. Thus, the comparison between the two tables suggests that even if the unobserved confounding factor had outcome effects on the treated substantially larger than the ones of observed covariates, it would not cause much change in the estimated ATT. In contrast, there is less room for stronger effects on the side of selection into treatment, since the omission of a variable with an effect similar to the one of marital status would bring the estimate close to the problematic region of “zero ATT”.

While for Tuscany the sensitivity analysis that we have just described conveys an impression of robustness of the matching estimate with respect to reasonable failures of the CIA, a quite different picture emerges in Tables 10 and 11 for Sicily. The baseline estimate for this region indicates an ATT equal to 10 percentage points. However, the sensitivity analysis shows that, for configurations of the parameters that mimic the distribution of important covariates, the baseline point estimate is always killed by the inclusion of \( U \) in the matching set. For instance, in the first simulation, the presence of a confounding factor distributed as gender across the four groups brings the ATT down to 0.00 (s.e. = 0.07).

This result is not simply due to the fact that in Sicily observable covariates have a stronger association with selection into treatment, leading us to generate confounding factors \( U \) that are more influential than the ones considered in the case of Tuscany. In fact, in Table 11, the same grid of simulations performed in Table 9 for Tuscany shows a very different picture. As soon as \( U \) is allowed to have an effect on selection into treatment such that \( s = 0.1 (\Lambda \in [1.4, 1.6]) \), the estimated ATT is halved. Moreover, when \( U \) is calibrated to have increasingly stronger effects on the untreated outcome
and on the selection into treatment, the estimated ATT approaches zero at a very rapid pace.

To sum up, while in the absence of the sensitivity analysis one could have argued in favor of a positive effect of TWA employment also in Sicily, the simulations described in Tables 10 and 11 reveal that in this region the estimates are clearly not robust to even minor deviations from the CIA. This finding has a possible explanation. In this region the public sector is the primary source of stable positions and this sector does not recruit through TWAs. The private sector is instead relatively weak and sensitive to conjunctural fluctuations. In this context, it is plausible that private firms use temporary workers only as a buffer in order to meet their flexibility needs in the short-run, while TWA assignments do not help to enter in the public sector. Transitions to permanent positions in such a sector are largely dependent on a selection process based on competitions and references for which we cannot fully control, and this might explain the lack of robustness with respect to CIA failures in Sicily.

5 Conclusions

The diffusion of TWA jobs originated a harsh policy debate and ambiguous empirical evidence. Results based on quasi-experimental evidence (uniquely coming from US data) suggest that a TWA assignment decreases the probability of finding a stable job, while results based on the CIA (mostly coming from European data) reach opposite conclusions.

Using data from two Italian regions, specifically collected for this evaluation study, we use a matching estimator to show that TWA assignments may be an effective springboard to permanent employment. We also propose a sensitivity analysis for matching estimators, which in our empirical study
highlights that only for one of the two selected regions, Tuscany, the results are robust to specific failures of the CIA.

While there are reasons to expect our estimates to be less robust in Sicily than in Tuscany, we conclude that non-experimental studies on the labor market effects of TWA (i.e. studies based on the CIA), should not be automatically discarded because they lack an exogenous variation of assignment to treatment. They should, however, be put under the scrutiny of a sensitivity analysis like the one we propose before being accepted as a guide for policy.

This conclusion is relevant for the debate originated by the opposite findings on the effects of TWA jobs in Europe and in the US. Inasmuch as the European results could be shown to be robust to failures of the CIA with a sensitivity analysis like the one we propose, the lack of a quasi-experimental basis would not be a sufficient reason to discard them.

This line of argument is even more compelling given that there are institutional reasons to expect different effects of TWA jobs on the two sides of the Atlantic. For example, firing costs are lower in the US than in all the European countries where the effect of TWA employment has been evaluated. The higher are firing costs for stable contracts, the larger the scope for TWA jobs as a screening device, since firms attribute greater importance to the assessment of the quality of workers before locking themselves into a new employment relationship. In this context, for most workers the availability of TWA assignments increases the probability of a transition to a permanent job with respect to the “pooling equilibrium” that would prevail if the only available contracts were the permanent one or few specific and heavily regulated types of temporary contracts. At the same time, higher firing costs may induce firms to use temporary workers as a mere flexibility
buffer, if they make it impossible to adjust the number of regular employees
during business-cycle downturns. If the first effect dominates the second,
one should observe a stronger springboard effect of TWA employment where
firing costs are higher. If on the contrary the second effect is the prevailing
one, the springboard effect should be weaker where firing costs are higher.
Since we cannot say which effect dominates only on theoretical grounds, we
may very well expect different springboard effects of TWA jobs in countries
with different employment protection regimes.
Appendix

In the following, we show that:

\[ p_{01} > p_{00} \Rightarrow Pr(U = 1|T = 0, Y = 1, W) > Pr(U = 1|T = 0, Y = 1, W) \]

\[ \Rightarrow Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, U = 1, W) > Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, U = 0, W). \]

Defining \( Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, W) = \gamma \), one can rewrite the inequality \( Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, U = 1, W) > Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, U = 0, W) \) as:

\[
\frac{Pr(U = 1|Y = 1, T = 0, W)\gamma}{Pr(U = 1|Y = 1, T = 0, W)\gamma + Pr(U = 1|Y = 0, T = 0, W)(1 - \gamma)} > \frac{Pr(U = 0|Y = 1, T = 0, W)\gamma}{Pr(U = 0|Y = 1, T = 0, W)\gamma + Pr(U = 0|Y = 0, T = 0, W)(1 - \gamma)}.
\]

Since the distribution of \( U \) given \( T \) and \( Y \) is assumed not to vary with \( W \), the above inequality can in turn be rewritten as:

\[
\frac{p_{01}\gamma}{p_{01}\gamma + p_{00}(1 - \gamma)} > \frac{(1 - p_{01})\gamma}{(1 - p_{01})\gamma + (1 - p_{00})(1 - \gamma)}.
\]

As long as \( p_{01}, p_{00} \in (0, 1) \), we have that:

\[ \gamma^2p_{01}(1 - p_{01}) + \gamma(1 - \gamma)p_{01}(1 - p_{00}) > \gamma^2p_{01}(1 - p_{01}) + \gamma(1 - \gamma)p_{00}(1 - p_{01}) \]

\[ p_{01}(1 - p_{00}) > p_{00}(1 - p_{01}), \]

which is clearly implied by \( p_{01} > p_{00} \), as we wanted to show.

Thanks to this result, we can simulate \( U \) on the basis of the assumption \( p_{01} > p_{00} \) and be sure to pick situations where \( U \) has a positive effect on the outcome of control subjects (conditioning on observable covariates \( W \)). However, we cannot control for the magnitude of this effect, since it is vehiculated by the association of \( W \) with \( T \) and \( Y \). The same chain of inequalities (and reasoning) works for the assumption \( p_{1} > p_{0} \).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A) BASIC CHARACTERISTICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>At the beginning of the treatment period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Gender dummy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Marital status dummy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Number of children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence</td>
<td>Set of dummies indicating the province of residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birthplace</td>
<td>Set of dummies indicating the area of birth (North, Center, South)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Distance from home to the nearest TWA (calculated using ZIP codes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B) FAMILY BACKGROUND</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father school</td>
<td>Father’s years of schooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father blue</td>
<td>Dummy equal to 1 if the main occupation of the father was blue-collar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father employed</td>
<td>Dummy equal to 1 if the father was employed in the 3 months before the treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C) EDUCATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>Years of schooling (before the treatment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Grade obtained in the last degree (expressed as a fraction of the highest mark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Dummy equal to 1 if the worker did a training course in the school-to-work period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### D) EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment period</td>
<td>Fraction of the school-to-work period that the worker spent as unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed 2000</td>
<td>Dummy equal to 1 if employed in the 3 months before the treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed 2000</td>
<td>Dummy equal to 1 if unemployed in the 3 months before the treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out labor force 2000</td>
<td>Dummy equal to 1 if out of the labor force in the 3 months before the treatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### E) LAST-JOB CHARACTERISTICS

(available only if employed in 2000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>Dummy for permanent contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical</td>
<td>Dummy for non-permanent contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Dummy for blue-collar occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Dummy for white-collar occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self</td>
<td>Dummy for self-employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacture</td>
<td>Dummy for manufacturing sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Dummy for service sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Dummy for other sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage</td>
<td>Hourly wage (in euros)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>Weekly hours of work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Pre-treatment characteristics of the subjects in the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TUSCANY</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>SICILY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treated</td>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Treated</td>
<td>Matched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Controls</td>
<td></td>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father school</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father blue</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father employed</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>74.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unempl. period</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed 2000</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed 2000</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out 1.force 2000</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.individuals</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Table 1 for a description of the variables. “Matched controls” are individuals who belong to the control sample and are used in the Nearest Neighbor propensity score matching estimation.
Table 3: Characteristics of the subjects employed before the treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TUSCANY</th>
<th></th>
<th>SICILY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treated</td>
<td>Matched Controls</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Treated Controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue-collar</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White-collar</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-empl.</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufact.</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.individuals</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Table 1 (panel E) for a description of the variables. “Matched controls” are subjects who belong to the control sample and are used in the Nearest Neighbor propensity score matching estimation.
Table 4: Distribution of the treated and control units across the blocks of the estimated propensity score $p(W)$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TUSCANY</th>
<th></th>
<th>SICILY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>Treated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>Controls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.02 \leq p(W) &lt; 0.10$</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.10 \leq p(W) &lt; 0.20$</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.20 \leq p(W) &lt; 0.40$</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.40 \leq p(W) &lt; 0.60$</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.60 \leq p(W) &lt; 0.70$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.70 \leq p(W) &lt; 0.80$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(W) \geq 0.80$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>519</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: In Tuscany, the final number of blocks is 7. In Sicily, the final number of blocks is 6. In both cases, the balancing test of means is satisfied. The tables with the full estimation of the propensity score, $p(W)$, in the two regions are available from the authors. “Matched controls” are subjects who belong to the control sample and are used in the Nearest Neighbor matching estimation.
Table 5: Effect of a TWA assignment on the probability to find a permanent job - Nearest Neighbor propensity score matching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TUSCANY ATT</th>
<th>TUSCANY Treated</th>
<th>TUSCANY Controls</th>
<th>SICILY ATT</th>
<th>SICILY Treated</th>
<th>SICILY Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole sample</td>
<td>0.19 (0.06)</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.10 (0.05)</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick-support</td>
<td>0.23 (0.07)</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.14 (0.08)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.24 (0.10)</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.10 (0.07)</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.14 (0.07)</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>-0.07 (0.06)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 30</td>
<td>0.11 (0.07)</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.09 (0.06)</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 30</td>
<td>0.33 (0.09)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.00 (0.09)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The first-row ATT is the baseline estimate for the whole sample. The “thick-support” estimation considers only the observations with an estimated propensity score in the region (0.33,0.67). The ATT’s for male, female, individuals under 30, and over 30 are estimated separately in these subsamples. The number of controls refers to the matched controls used by the Nearest Neighbor algorithm.
Table 6: Monte Carlo exercise (1): binary $U$ vs. continuous $U$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary U</th>
<th>Continuous U</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_{11}$</td>
<td>$p_{10}$</td>
<td>$p_{01}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The first four columns contain the parameters $p_{ij}$ used to simulate the binary $U$ in the way proposed by our sensitivity analysis (see Section 4). The subsequent five columns contain the parameters used to simulate the continuous $U$: $U = \alpha + \beta Y + \gamma T + \omega (Y \ast T) + \epsilon$, with $\epsilon = N(0, \text{VAR})$. “$\text{ATT}_{\text{bin}}$” is the simulated ATT when controlling for the binary $U$; “$\text{ATT}_{\text{cont}}$” is the simulated ATT when controlling for the continuous $U$; “Difference” is the average difference between these two ATT’s over the 1,000 iterations of the Monte Carlo exercise (“s.d.” is the standard deviation).
Table 7: Monte Carlo exercise (2): Dependence of $U$ on $W$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent of $W$</th>
<th>For $W = 1$</th>
<th>For $W = 0$</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_{11}$</td>
<td>$p_{10}$</td>
<td>$p_{01}$</td>
<td>$p_{00}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The first four columns contain the parameters $p_{ij}$ used to simulate $U$ in the way proposed by our sensitivity analysis (i.e., without assuming any association with the binary covariate $W$). The subsequent eight columns contain the parameters used to simulate a confounder $U$ that, on the contrary, is associated with $W$ (in fact, it is assumed that the parameters $p_{ij}$ used to simulate this second potential confounder are different for $W = 1$ or $W = 0$). “$ATT_{ind}$” is the simulated ATT when controlling for the $U$ that is independent from $W$; “$ATT_{dep}$” is the simulated ATT when controlling for the $U$ that depends on $W$; “Difference” is the average difference between these two ATT’s over the 1,000 iterations of the Monte Carlo exercise (“s.d.” is the associated standard deviation).
Table 8: Sensitivity analysis in Tuscany: effect of “calibrated” confounders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction $U = 1$ by treatment/outcome</th>
<th>Outcome effect</th>
<th>Selection effect</th>
<th>ATT</th>
<th>s.e.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p_{11}$</td>
<td>$p_{01}$</td>
<td>$p_{10}$</td>
<td>$p_{00}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No confounder</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral confounder</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prev. employed</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prev. permanent</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father educ.</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High distance</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Let $U$ be a binary confounding factor and denote the fraction of $U = 1$ by treatment and outcome as: $p_{ij} = \Pr(U = 1 | T = i, Y = j)$, with $i, j = \{0, 1\}$. On the basis of these parameters, a value of $U$ is imputed to each individual and the ATT is estimated by Nearest Neighbor propensity score matching with $U$ in the set of matching variables. The process is repeated 1,000 times. $\Gamma$ is the average estimated odds ratio of $U$ in the logit model of $\Pr(Y = 1 | T = 0, U, W)$; $\Lambda$ is the average estimated odds ratio of $U$ in the logit model of $\Pr(T = 1 | U, W)$; “ATT” is the average of the simulated ATT’s; “s.e.” is the standard error (calculated as shown in equation 16). The first two rows show the ATT estimate with no confounding factor or with a confounder whose outcome and selection effects are insignificant, respectively. In the “confounder like” rows, $U$ has been calibrated to match the distribution of the corresponding covariate.
Table 9: Sensitivity analysis in Tuscany: characterizing “killer” confounders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>s=0.1</th>
<th>s=0.2</th>
<th>s=0.3</th>
<th>s=0.4</th>
<th>s=0.5</th>
<th>s=0.6</th>
<th>s=0.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Lambda \in [1.5, 1.6]$</td>
<td>$\Lambda \in [2.4, 2.5]$</td>
<td>$\Lambda \in [3.8, 4]$</td>
<td>$\Lambda \in [6.1, 6.4]$</td>
<td>$\Lambda \in [9.9, 10.3]$</td>
<td>$\Lambda \in [18.9, 20]$</td>
<td>$\Lambda \in [42, 45.4]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d=0.1$</td>
<td>$\Gamma \in [1.6, 1.9]$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d=0.2$</td>
<td>$\Gamma \in [2.5, 3.5]$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d=0.3$</td>
<td>$\Gamma \in [3.9, 6]$</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d=0.4$</td>
<td>$\Gamma \in [6.5, 9.7]$</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d=0.5$</td>
<td>$\Gamma \in [11.8, 18.2]$</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d=0.6$</td>
<td>$\Gamma \in [23, 36.7]$</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d=0.7$</td>
<td>$\Gamma \in [55.1, 81]$</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Under the assumption that $Pr(U = 1) = 0.4$ and $p_{11} - p_{10} = 0$, the differences $d = p_{01} - p_{00}$ (which captures the outcome effect of $U$ in the absence of treatment) and $s = p_{1} - p_{0}$ (which captures the effect of $U$ on the selection into treatment) uniquely define the parameters $p_{ij}$, with $i, j \in \{0, 1\}$. In each cell, the simulated ATT associated to the corresponding differences is reported (standard errors in brackets). All ATT’s are averaged over 1,000 iterations. $\Gamma$ is the average estimated odds ratio of $U$ in the logit model of $Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, U, W)$; $\Lambda$ is the average estimated odds ratio of $U$ in the logit model of $Pr(T = 1|U, W)$. The baseline estimate without confounder is equal to 0.19 in Tuscany. The Manski bounds are (-0.69, 0.31).
Table 10: Sensitivity analysis in Sicily: effect of “calibrated” confounders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confounder like:</th>
<th>Fraction $U = 1$ by treatment/outcome</th>
<th>Outcome effect $p_{ij}$</th>
<th>Selection effect $p_{ij}$</th>
<th>ATT $\Gamma$</th>
<th>s.e. $\Lambda$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No confounder</td>
<td>0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral confounder</td>
<td>0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.87 0.61 0.45 0.27</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>0.87 0.82 0.59 0.47</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>0.74 0.72 0.76 0.63</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>0.11 0.06 0.16 0.12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prev. employed</td>
<td>0.48 0.30 0.62 0.25</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prev. permanent</td>
<td>0.07 0.04 0.42 0.06</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.17 0.13 0.12 0.03</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father educ.</td>
<td>0.24 0.25 0.27 0.18</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High distance</td>
<td>0.31 0.26 0.48 0.57</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Let $U$ be a binary confounding factor and denote the fraction of $U = 1$ by treatment and outcome as: $p_{ij} = Pr(U = 1|T = i, Y = j)$, with $i, j = \{0, 1\}$. On the basis of these parameters, a value of $U$ is imputed to each individual and the ATT is estimated by Nearest Neighbor propensity score matching with $U$ in the set of matching variables. The process is repeated 1,000 times. $\Gamma$ is the average estimated odds ratio of $U$ in the logit model of $Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, U, W)$; $\Lambda$ is the average estimated odds ratio of $U$ in the logit model of $Pr(T = 1|U, W)$; “ATT” is the average of the simulated ATT’s; “s.e.” is the standard error (calculated as shown in equation 16). The first two rows show the ATT estimate with no confounding factor or with a confounder whose outcome and selection effects are insignificant, respectively. In the “confounder like” rows, $U$ has been calibrated to match the distribution of the corresponding covariate.
Table 11: Sensitivity analysis in Sicily: characterizing “killer” confounders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Under the assumption that \( \Pr(U = 1) = 0.4 \) and \( p_{11} - p_{10} = 0 \), the differences \( d = p_{01} - p_{00} \) (which captures the outcome effect of \( U \) in the absence of treatment) and \( s = p_{1} - p_{0} \) (which captures the effect of \( U \) on the selection into treatment) uniquely define the parameters \( p_{ij} \), with \( i, j = \{0, 1\} \). In each cell, the simulated ATT associated to the corresponding differences is reported (standard errors in brackets). All ATT’s are averaged over 1,000 iterations. \( \Gamma \) is the average estimated odds ratio of \( U \) in the logit model of \( \Pr(Y = 1|T = 0, U, W) \); \( \Lambda \) is the average estimated odds ratio of \( U \) in the logit model of \( \Pr(T = 1|U, W) \). The baseline estimate without confounder is equal to 0.10 in Sicily. The Manski bounds are (-0.76, 0.24).
Figure 1: The geographical location of the 9 provinces in the sample